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 By DANICA WALKER
A heritage school in Marpole 
could be demolished by the Van-
couver School Board if the cost of 
seismic upgrades outweighs the 
cost of rebuilding it.
David Lloyd George Elemen-
tary School is a high priority in the 
Seismic Mitigation Program, with 
a risk rating of H1, it is ranked as 
one of the most at-risk buildings in 
the program.
Heritage Vancouver wants the 
school board to provide the money 
to upgrade the school as they said it 
has architectural significance and is 
important in the community.
Mary Anne Guthrie-Warman, a 
member of the advocacy commit-
tee for Heritage Vancouver, said 
she hopes to work with the school 
board to preserve the heritage sig-
nificance of the building, which 
first opened in 1921.
“The way to go is to try to get the 
province to see that saving heritage 
is an important part of our envi-
ronment in Vancouver,” Guthrie-
Warman said. Seismic mitigation is 
a process that needs to happen but, 
can be done with historic value in 
mind.
Janson Ho, director of the project 
office at Vancouver School Board 
could not speak about the specifics 
of David Lloyd George Elemen-
tary, as a decision has not yet been 
reached, but spoke of the mitiga-
tion process in general.
He said the process looks at the 
cost of upgrading a school and 
compares this to the cost of build-
ing a new school.
“If the replacement school is less 
[costly], then that would be a di-
rection that we would recommend, 
rather than spending the money to 
seismically upgrade an old school,” 
Ho said.
However, Ho stated that heritage 
value does factor into the decision-
making process, and a heritage con-
sultant is involved and their report 
helps decide which route to take.
Ben Thompson is a David Lloyd 
George alumni who graduated in 
the 1980s. He said he’s hopeful that 
the school board will find a way 
to upgrade the school, while still 
preserving the building’s heritage 
value.
“Of course I’d like to lean on the 
fact that they will do the seismic 
upgrade and they will preserve that 
part of Marpole,” Thompson said. 
School on shaky ground
Sato Cup kick-off
Karate students gather at BCIT 
for a competition of skill. 
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Voluntary cinema
Hunter Wood premiers My 
Heart in Kenya, filmed entirely 
by part-time volunteers. P3
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Girls in the game
Vancouver Female Ice Hockey 
Association hopes to keep 
young girls in sports. P8
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Numerous studies show that more millennials are avoiding traditional markers of adulthood, such as starting a family. PHOTO ILLUSTRATION 
90-year-old 
primary school 
awaits upgrades 
Designed by Twizell, Twizell & Birds, the school is an example of Classical Revival architecture. DANICA WALKER PHOTO
Granville 
transfer 
a busted 
move
Langara's creative arts 
classes will not be 
moved to Emily Carr 
 By LINDSEY LLOYD
Langara College has not been 
granted the empty space on Gran-
ville Island for the college’s Cre-
ative Arts and Industries Division. 
In September, Emily Carr Uni-
versity of Art + Design left their 
space in the South Building of 
Granville Island, allowing other 
institutions and organizations to 
express their interest in taking over 
the venue. 
Carolyn Jack, a ministry of tour-
ism, arts and culture spokesperson 
said the government had originally 
made the commitment to Arts Um-
brella, a non-
profit arts edu-
cation centre 
in March 2017. 
But a review 
was conducted 
in October 
2017 because 
the government 
needed to de-
termine 'where 
things stood' 
with other ap-
plicants for the 
building.
The B.C. government decided 
to stay with its original decision 
by giving the empty space to Arts 
Umbrella. 
“After reviewing the matter, we 
determined that the selection pro-
cess by the former government 
had been rushed, however Arts 
Umbrella had moved forward with 
planning and fundraising in good 
faith,” Jack said. 
“By allowing this non-profit 
school for the arts some much-
needed room to expand, the cre-
ative and performing arts on Gran-
ville Island will continue to thrive”
Lisa Fisher, the director of com-
munications and marketing services 
at Langara, said that a meeting be-
tween Langara College and senior 
Ministry staff will be happening 
this week regarding the decision.
Earlier this year Langara began 
the process to update the campus 
master plan due to the growing 
enrollment at Langara. Granville 
would have been used for Langara’s 
creative arts programs. 
Fickle, fearful 
and free
How millennials' fear of 
commitment is a sign of 
changing times P7.
Lisa Fisher
DIRECTOR OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
AND MARKETING, 
LANGARA COLLEGE
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Loans subject to new rules
Students looking to obtain tuition funding can't use tax forms as ID anymore
www.conference-science-religion.ca
 By MYRA DIONNE
I n an attempt to curb fraud, provincial and federal chang-es to student loan agreements have added an extra hurdle 
for students to access loans.
According to StudentAid BC’s 
website, Notice of Tax Assessment 
forms from the Canada Revenue 
Agency are no longer accepted as 
secondary identification when pre-
senting loan agreements to desig-
nated Canada Post offices. That’s 
because tax assessments no longer 
include a citizen’s full Social Insur-
ance Number. 
Rodney Porter, communica-
tions director for B.C.’s Ministry 
of Advanced Education, Skills and 
Training, said in an email the only 
accepted forms for verifying people 
are a physical SIN card or official 
Government of Canada documents. 
The documents include: a Ca-
nadian Pension Plan statement of 
contributions, temporary SIN cards 
or a SIN confirmation letter from 
Service Canada, all of which require 
extra documentation to access.
Porter said the changes came into 
effect in October 2017 after Em-
ployment and Social Development 
Canada notified the province of the 
CRA’s change in procedure, adding 
that the changes were introduced to 
validate a person’s identity. 
“This avoids frauds by ensuring 
the money goes to the right per-
son,” Porter said.
In an email to The Voice, Dave 
Morgan, a CRA representative, 
said, “The measure was adopted 
to safeguard the confidentiality of 
taxpayer information,” but did not 
go into detail whether student loan 
fraud was a problem or how preva-
lent of a problem it was to prompt 
procedure changes at the agency 
and other federal and provincial 
authorities.
Morgan added that it allowed 
for easy identification of tax corre-
spondence. However, for some the 
changes added new hurdles to at-
taining student loans.
Kat Cruz, a third-year forensics 
and anthropology student at Lan-
gara, said these changes are too 
cumbersome for students who do 
not have their SIN readily available.
“Why are [they] making it hard 
for someone to get a student loan 
when [they're] complaining that 
we're the future and all that jazz,” 
said Cruz said. 
“It's unreasonable, not a lot of 
people have the resources to actu-
ally get it or the time.”  
1. Social Insurance Number
An official SIN card or a SIN confIrmation letter are the best options. Alter-
natively, a copy of an official Government of Canada document that includes 
your social insurance number is also acceptable.
2. Photo ID
This is an official government-issued photo identification, such as a driver's 
license, B.C. identification card or passport.
3. Void Cheque
This is a personal cheque from the bank that includes the account number. 
Some banks and credit unions will print forms specifically designed for 
student loan agreements. The bank or credit union can help complete the 
electronic funds transfer section of the agreement.
IDENTITY DOCUMENTS ACCEPTED 
AT CANADA POST
SOURCE: StudentAidBC.ca
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VOLT leader, award winner 
Maggie Stewart recognized for her dedication to volunteers 
Maggie Stewart with C Change Volunteers bagging compost at VanDusen Botanical Gardens Sept.23 SUBMITTED PHOTO
2017 Impact Award winner, Maggie Stewart holds her award that she lovingly 
calls 'diamond shaped thing' outside of her office at The Hub  NICK VALKA PHOTO
 
 By NICK VALKA
V olunteers are leaders who impact their community and Maggie Stewart has been recognized for her 
outstanding efforts as the leader of 
Langara’s volunteers.
Stewart, the VOLT student vol-
unteer program coordinator, won 
the 2017 Impact Award that recog-
nizes individuals who have demon-
strated exceptional leadership and 
knowledge in the field of adminis-
tration of volunteer resources in her 
fourth year in the position.
“It motivated me because it rec-
ognized what we’re doing here is 
very special,” said Stewart, who 
graduated from Langara in 2015. 
“Hard work pays off, you put in so 
much effort into designing a pro-
gram that is student-centric and it’s 
working.”
The VOLT program works to 
empower students by connecting 
them to various volunteer oppor-
tunities within the community and 
on campus. 
Students learn new skills by en-
gaging in their community. Stewart 
has brought a new approach to the 
program, including volunteer rec-
ognition and a speed connecting 
program where volunteer groups 
are able to pro-
vide volunteering 
pitches to stu-
dents in a more 
intimate and en-
gaging way.
Stewart came 
into the role after 
being a partici-
pant in the program while study-
ing at Langara. During her time 
as a student she found a mentor 
in Reba Noel, student engagement 
programs coordinator who would 
eventually become the supervisor 
that nominated her for this award.
“She grew up in the program, she 
got to see it from the inside out,” 
Noel said. “I felt it was important 
for her, you want to encourage and 
lift up people when they’re young 
in their profession.”
Being able to provide multiple 
perspectives has endeared Stewart 
with the students working in the 
VOLT program.
“She is literally the definition of 
what a lead-
er is,” said 
Dylan Crad-
dock, a third-
year busi-
ness student 
and VOLT 
member. 
“She’s an 
awesome person, very welcoming 
and it’s well deserved.”
“There should be a hall of fame 
room at Langara with her face plas-
tered on every corner,” said Khaled 
Sukkarie, an international business 
student and Volt member. 
“This award is proof that she’s a 
pillar to her community and she 
deserves more than just this ac-
knowledgement," said Khaled.
“She is literally the 
definition of what a 
leader is.”
— DYLAN CRADDOCK, BUSINESS STUDENT AND 
VOLT MEMBER
Love beyond borders and ovetime
Four years, two 
weeks and end-
less hours for one 
inspiring story
Ruth Beardsley being filmed by son and director, Hunter Wood, behind the 
scenes filming his mother in the early days of shooting.SUBMITTED PHOTO
Geographic 
Information 
takes over
The database that 
knows all and plans all
What do they do?
Cartographic design, data analy-
sis, computer modeling, program-
ming, database administration, 
project management and system 
administration. 
 Why GIS?
GIS answers spatial queries that 
can only be done by using latitude 
and longitude data linking differ-
ent information sets. 
SOURCE: ESRI.COM
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 By ALLISON HAYES
T he production team of My Heart in Kenya is finally reaping the rewards of the 
voyage of this part-time endeavour. 
The self-funded, voluntary project 
that had the team members work-
ing outside of their fulltime jobs 
in the T.V. industry completed the 
documentary by working overtime, 
which publicly premiered at Lan-
gara College Nov. 17. 
The documentary captures the 
struggle Zeynab Muhammed expe-
rienced after fleeing to Kenya to es-
cape civil war in her native Ethiopia 
— then fighting to be reunited with 
the newborn baby she was forced to 
leave behind. After an intense two-
week shoot period in Africa four 
years ago, the crew slogged through 
four years of post-production work 
— all part-time, said Trev Ren-
ney, the writer and one of the film’s 
producers.He said the driving force 
was knowing they had a great story 
that was going to grip viewers. 
“Filming only took a couple of 
weeks but it took about four years 
to cut, which is crazy,” Renney said. 
“When you are making a docu-
mentary you do have to have a crazy 
work ethic if you ever want to see it 
get finished because you know you 
aren’t getting paid for it.
“Nobody makes money off a doc-
umentary.”
Before fleeing, Muhammed had 
completed the Canadian immigra-
tion paperwork for herself and her 
five children but became pregnant 
with her sixth child, Nasteha, and 
could not bring her to Canada.
Ruth Beardsley, one of the princi-
pals in the documentary and the so-
cial worker who travelled to Kenya 
to go get Muhammed’s daughter 
and bring her to Canada, said it was 
a lot more stressful than anticipated. 
"Before we went to Kenya, it took 
three and a half years to get the 
paperwork,” Beardsley said. “[The 
film] was something off the side of 
their desk. 
There was no budget for it. I 
mean all of this was done through 
volunteer efforts." 
In contrast to the slow grind of 
post-production, Director Hunter 
Wood said the African shoot was 
fast-paced and strenuous.“It was an 
exhausting cycle. 
The craziest day was when we 
flew back, we basically filmed 24 
hours straight,” Wood said.
 By DANICA WALKER
G eographic Information Systems (GIS) are a bur-geoning industry that is 
growing among young students, 
and chances are people use it every 
day without knowing it.  
GIS is a method used by research-
ers to collect years of data about ev-
ery aspect of modern life and turn 
it into a visual rendering in an open 
database to ease everything from 
real estate development, city plan-
ning, the maps in smartphones and 
the weather maps. Langara Col-
lege held its first GIS day on Nov. 
15, in The Science and Technology 
Building. Currently GIS courses 
are offered in the departments of 
Geography and Geology, Applied 
Planning and Continuing Studies.
Andrew Egan, 
instructor of Ge-
ography and Ge-
ology at Langara, 
wants to offer 
more GIS cours-
es across disci-
plines because 
the new technol-
ogy is applicable 
to many fields in 
the future. 
“People think it’s only applicable 
to geography or environmental sci-
ence,” Egan said. “It’s all kinds of 
different fields, whether it be busi-
ness and commerce or whether it’s 
something as simple as real estate, 
it’s been revolutionized by the 
world of GIS.”
Through various applications, 
GIS technicians can create a daily 
database that maps anything. Con-
nor Forsdick is a recent graduate 
of the University of Saskatchewan 
now works for the City of Surrey. 
He uses GIS to create databases of 
the water distribution system de-
picting residential, commercial and 
service connections so crews can 
work with precision when digging. 
“GIS is a growing industry and 
the more applications evolve the 
more manpower is needed to com-
pile these databases,” Forsdick said. 
Real estate developers will consult 
with GIS technicians to create 3D 
models of potential developments. 
With the use of existing mapping 
systems, they receive quotes to 
project what their buildings will 
look like before development.
Virginia Lawrence, a First Na-
tions and geography student told 
The Voice why it’s important to the 
future.
“It’s a very employable field, it’s 
very relevant to pretty much every-
thing that you’re doing nowadays," 
Lawrence said. 
Andrew Egan
GEOGRAPHY AND 
GEOLOGY INSTRUCTOR
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From left, clockwise: The documentary cə̓snaʔəm, the city before the city will have screenings of the show Dec. 1-3. Protests against the city building a condo 
building on an ancestral site of the Musqueam Nation. Drawings to protest the condo unit. SUBMITTED PHOTOS
 By TREVOR NAULT
V ancouver's Musqueam Nation nearly having one of their important ancestral sites turned 
into condos is being showcased in a 
documentary from Dec. 1-3.
Coosnaoom, the city before the 
city commemorates five years since 
the Musqueam Nation successfully 
halted construction of a 108-unit 
condo project on the site of an an-
cestral village in their traditional 
territory. The film is a partnership 
between the Musqueam Indian 
Band, Museum of Anthropology, 
and Museum of Vancouver. The site, 
known to the Musqueam Nation as 
coosnaoom, but is more commonly 
known as Marpole Midden, is in 
Marpole Park at the corner of West 
73rd Avenue and Cartier Street.
Viviane Gosselin, director of col-
lections and exhibitions at the Mu-
seum of Vancouver, said the popu-
larity of the exhibition and the film 
speaks to a growing demand for 
authentic Indigenous narratives in 
Vancouver.  
“I think people have this real 
thirst and appetite to learn from…
the Musqueam people,” Gosselin 
said. “Having indigenous people 
driving the interpretive process for 
the exhibition is key.”
Rose Stiffarm, a cinematographer 
and friend of the film director, sus-
pects the culture of reconciliation 
could have something to do with 
the film’s popularity. 
“There's certainly a craving to 
know more about First Nations 
history, because it wasn't taught 
in school,” Stiffarm said. “I think 
there's a lot of people who are 
thinking about reconciliation, and 
perhaps for them coming out to 
support Indigenous stories at the 
cinema is an act of reconciliation 
for some people.” 
Angel Ine, who is Māori, said her 
interest in the film was sparked by a 
visit to the Museum of Vancouver’s 
exhibition last year. Visiting from 
Aotearoa, New Zealand, she said 
it was the kind of history she was 
seeking to learn about as a new-
comer to this part of the world. 
“I try to just keep actively try-
ing to learn what I can about the 
worldview, narratives and language 
of traditional guardians of the land 
I live on,” Ine said. 
Coosnaoom, the city before the city 
will be showing at Vancity Theatre.
Documentary looks back on protests to save cə̓snaʔəm
Musqueam film screened
cə̓snaʔəm monument on the ances-
tral site in Marpole Park. TOADLICKR 
PHOTO FROM FLICKR
Grads: 
Muslim-
hate play 
important
The story of teen 
forced to switch 
schools after 
death threats
 By TREVOR NAULT
Two Studio 58 alumni are starring in a play that tack-les a grim trend in growing 
hate crimes against Muslims in 
Canada.
Nathan Kay and Brandon Bagg 
are acting in a co-production be-
tween Neworld Theatre and Green 
Thumb Theatre. Jabber tells the sto-
ry of Fatima, a young hijab wearing 
woman who transfers schools after 
she’s the target 
of a hate crime. 
Statistics Canada 
shows report-
ed hate crimes 
against Muslims 
have more than 
doubled over a 
four-year period.
Kay and Bagg 
have been tour-
ing with the production for the last 
few weeks, performing mostly at 
middle and high schools. 
Kay plays Jorah, an outcast with 
anger issues and Fatima's romantic 
interest. He said he’s glad they’re 
doing the show in high schools be-
cause it encourages young people to 
have a conversation with someone 
they don’t understand or someone 
who looks different than them.
“I think it does a really beauti-
ful job of humanizing something 
that the media has worked tirelessly 
over the past 20 years to dehuman-
ize,” Kay said. 
Bagg plays Mr. 
Evans, a high 
school guidance 
counsellor who 
tries to help Fati-
ma adjust to her 
new school.
“She’s a teen-
age girl who’s had 
death threats,” 
Bagg said. “And the sad truth of 
this is, this is not something that’s 
hard to fabricate. This is something 
that’s happened.” 
Chelsea Haberlin, the director, 
said she knew she had a serious 
subject on her hands but she knew 
how to handle it, thanks to Marcus 
Youssef ’s script. 
“It’s also really funny,” Haberlin 
said. “[Audiences] are kind of sur-
prised the play is as entertaining as 
it is.” 
Jabber will be performed at Prog-
ress Lab 1422 at 8 p.m.  on Nov. 25.
2012 45 reported
2013 65 reported
2014 99 reported
2015 159 reported
SOURCE: STATCAN.GC.CA
HATE CRIMES AGAINST 
MUSLIMS IN CANADA
BY YEAR
Nathan Kay
STUDIO 58 GRAD
Brandon Bagg
STUDIO 58 GRADHollywood taps dance teachers
The Rhythm 
Room instruc-
tors have taught 
stars, and worked 
alongside them
 By JENNIFER WILSON
Two South Vancouver tap dancing teachers say the style is being revived in part 
due to blockbuster films.
The Rhythm Room dance studio 
in South Vancouver, owned by Jen-
nifer Bishop, is entering its 10th 
year. She is one of two teachers at 
the school who have worked with 
big-name celebrities, like Elvis Pre-
sley and Ian McKellen. Tap dancing 
has had fluctuations in popularity 
but is becoming more widespread 
in recent years, which has been 
helped, by Hollywood movies fea-
turing the dance style.
“There’s a lot of people who still 
think it’s a dying art form, which 
is really funny to me,” Bishop said. 
“When Happy Feet came out, that 
penguin movie, people freaked out 
and it got people more excited 
about tap dancing.”
The Rhythm Room has also had 
a few brushes with Hollywood 
over the years.  Bishop has taught 
several celebrity students over her 
25-year career, the most famous be-
ing McKellen, who plays Gandalf 
in The Lord of the Rings. The actor 
was filming in Vancouver when 
he asked a production assistant to 
find him a teacher to help prepare 
a tap sequence for a pantomime in 
England. The production assistant 
knew Bishop, and suggested her as 
a teacher.
“It’s probably one of the most in-
teresting experiences I’ve had,” 
Bishop said. “He sent me a love-
ly photo that says to ‘Jennifer 
with love from the Middle-
earth ball and chain wizard.’ 
”
Jim Hibbard, an in-
structor at The  Rhythm 
Room and profes-
sional performer, 
has appeared in six 
movies with Elvis 
and multiple other 
productions. He i s 
currently working on 
a Disney musical, that he isn’t 
allowed to name due to a non-
disclosure agreement, and told The 
Voice Hollywood provides a boost 
for tap dancers. 
“It’s great for the dancers in town 
because there are well over 140 
local dancers here, and today 
we’re shooting the finale and 
there are at least 38 dancers on 
the floor, plus all the extras and 
it’s great fun to do,” Hibbard 
said.
A student at The 
Rhythm Room, Deir-
dre Awas, used to be a 
long-distance runner 
but now after get-
ting sick, exercises 
by dancing, and gets 
more joy from it than 
she did running.
“When I tried tap, I 
saw my face in the mir-
ror and I thought, did I 
ever look this happy at 
the 15k mark of a mara-
thon? And the answer 
was no,” Awas said.
cəsnaʔəm
Jennifer Bishop, who has 
taught big name celebrities,  
has two dance studios, one 
in South Vancouver, and one 
downtown Vancouver. KALI 
SHERK PHOTO
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Gym goes nude for charity
Martial artists kick off cheeky calendar for LGBTQ+ youth
(L – R) Justin Ring and Courtney Rice practising for the WMAA’s core class at Valkyrie's Kingsway location on Nov. 20. LISA TAHN PHOTO
Unusual pets need unusual care
 By NATALIA BUENDIA 
CALVILLO
L ocal reptile connoisseurs say people are giving 
away their reptiles after 
discovering how high- 
maintenance exotic pets are. 
The owners of Circus SideShow 
Reptiles, who hosted a snake han-
dling workshop Nov. 15, said they 
often get people dumping their 
scaly, cold-blooded pets on them.
Co-organizer Tristan Risk and 
her workshop partner have adopted 
four snakes, a bearded dragon and 
a roughneck monitor lizard — all 
from disillusioned owners.
“People know that you 
have these animals, that you 
care for them, and then 
sometimes you are the 
first person they’ll hit up 
when they are looking to 
rehome,” Risk said, 
adding that people renounce 
them during lifestyle changes, like 
pregnancy or relocation.
Vancouver SPCA research 
coordinator Erin Ryan said that 
the SPCA receives a number of 
unusual pets, including peacocks 
and chinchillas. 
Some people buy them as a 
symbol to show off their wealth, 
she said, while others buy them for 
the novelty or the thrill. 
“Kind of like the idea of ‘I’m 
so cool, I 
have this 
 
unusual pet,” 
said Ryan, 
who discour-
ages own-
ing exotic pets 
because they are 
high-maintenance, 
undomesticated and “take a lot 
energy a lot of resources, a lot of 
specialized knowledge.”
According to the SPCA, exotic 
animals are non-domesticated, 
non-indigenous wild animals, 
captured from the wild or bred in 
captivity. It is illegal to possess large 
dangerous exotic animals such as 
crocodiles, tigers or primates but 
small unusual pets such as some 
reptiles, arachnids or chinchillas are 
allowed.  
Emily Seidal, 21, has a mini 
potbelly pig and said that 
researching Penelope’s caretaking 
ahead of time was essential.
“You need to be able 
to expect a lot of what it 
is [involved] prior because 
you won’t be able to find the 
information as easy as it is for 
any household pet,” she said.
She said Penelope has been 
different than regular pets.
 “She is very scared of s 
trangers; so, if you don’t 
know her very well, 
she will come up to you 
and she will bark, a 
‘bark-oink’ that’s 
really loud.”
 By LISA TANH
A women-owned and op-erated western martial arts school in Vancou-ver is launching a nude 
2018 calendar for the first time to 
support a housing program for the 
city’s homeless LGBTQ+ youth.
On Dec. 4, the Valkyrie West-
ern Martial Arts Assembly (VW-
MAA) will be shipping out a 
calendar featuring 15 male and 
female students recreating full 
frontal nude fencing poses from a 
fencing manual. 
   Paul Dean, a Valkyrie core pro-
gram student and the co-creator of 
Shut Up & Sit Down, a popular 
YouTube ch*annel featuring board 
game reviews, called the calendar 
a brash and 
lively way to 
get the public’s 
attention.
  “When you 
want to raise 
money for a 
good cause, it 
never hurts to 
get noticed,” 
Dean said.
The calendar is being sold for $20, 
and 20 per cent of the proceeds will 
be donated to RainCity Housing, an 
organization that offers a housing 
program for LGBTQ+ youth. 
“We made a list of charities that 
really fit with 
our values and 
vision – so a 
lot of queer-
friendly places 
and that sort 
of thing,” 
Courtney Rice, 
c o - f o u n d e r 
of VWMAA 
said. “We did a vote and RainCity 
won by a fair margin. Housing is 
such a huge issue in Vancouver and 
they're one of the only places that 
[help] at-risk LGBT youth.”
   Bill Briscall, communications 
manager at RainCity Housing, said 
the organization was excited to hear 
they were chosen for the calendar.
“The fact that they're queer-
friendly and want to do something 
that shows bodies come in all shapes 
and sizes is wonderful,” Briscall said.
Rice said she hopes the calen-
dar delivers the message that the 
VWMAA has a diverse student 
body.
“We've got LGBT people, non-
binary, people of colour, women 
and men. We're all different.”
“When you want to 
raise money for a good 
cause, it never hurts to 
get noticed.”
— PAUL DEAN, VALKYRIE STUDENT
Exotic animals 
inspire buyer's 
remorse in unpre-
pared owners
Emily Seidal's mini potbelly 
pig, Penelope.
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY EMILY SEIDAL
 By JENNIFER WILSON
A n unconscious bias in work culture continues to hold back women’s careers, 
according to female business 
leaders at the second part of a lec-
ture series at the Kerrisdale Com-
munity Centre last week, The Threat 
of the Uppity Woman.
The lecture, presented by 
Reema Faris, a PhD Stu-
dent in Simon Fraser Univer-
sity's Department of Gender, 
Sexuality & Women’s Studies , 
aimed to address and challenge 
workplace bias against women who 
exhibit ambition and leadership. 
Last year, The Mi-
nerva Foundation for BC 
Women released a report 
saying that only 12 per cent of B.C. 
businesses had a female CEO, 
while 50 per cent had no women on 
their board.
Julia Chung, CEO of Admin 
Slayer Services in Vancouver said 
that in ma-
jor businesses, 
women have 
been made to 
feel they have 
very few options 
to succeed.
“People think 
you're either 
gonna be a 
bossy, bitchy 
woman or you're 
going to sleep your way to the top,” 
Chung said. “The nice girls don’t 
get ahead because ‘this business is 
tough,’ that’s the general belief.”
Holly Burton, a Vancouver-
based career counselor, said that her 
female clients often face subtle 
forms of gender bias. 
“It’s not that someone has come 
out and said you're too ambitious 
or you're too uppity in the moment, 
but that [my clients] have watched 
it unfold implicitly throughout 
their lives,” Burton said.
Kristin Vandergriend, founder of 
counselling service Career Story, 
said she remembered countless times 
throughout her own career when 
she didn’t speak up for herself.
“Hands down women have a 
harder time owning their strengths, 
and that impacts your ability to 
further your career,” Vandergriend 
said.
Burton said women are often 
criticized more harshly for their 
management of interpersonal 
relationships which can affect 
their willingness to put themselves 
forward.
“It’s a pretty natural reaction to 
what is more common for women, 
getting called out more aggressively 
if they are out of line. People are 
actively trying to hide their 
ambition for fear what will 
happen,” she said.
According to Faris, raising 
awareness of unfair biases in 
the workplace is important but 
change comes from action, not 
theorization. 
"So, speak up, speak out, 
challenge, question, and work 
together,” Faris said. “Find com-
mon cause and make progressive 
change because that is what will 
benefit everyone." 
Dousing
female 
flames 
Double-standards  
applied to women in the 
workplace highlighted by 
lecture series.
Julia Chung
CEO OF ADMIN 
SLAYER SERVICES
Amythest the redtail 
boa climbs a statue. 
NATALIA BUENDIA 
CALVILLO PHOTO
High Mortality
When exotic animals are taken 
out of the wild their life expex-
tancy drops rapidly because they 
aren't adapted to domestic life.
Hidden health 
problems
In the wild, animals often hide 
diseases and injuries in order not 
to attract predators, so owners 
often have a hard time noticing 
issues.
 Self Harm
Once placed in captivity, these  
animals become stressed and 
start to feel depressed, some-
times resorting to self mutilation.
SOURCE: 
SPCA.
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Geospatial Matters at Langara College coincides with Geographic Information System (GIS) Day, a celebration of mod-
ern technologies for geographic mapping and the study of human society. PERRIN GRAUER PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
GIS: it's mapping our lives
Y ou probably don’t know it, but you’ve already voted in the next elec-tion. What? Geographic 
Information System, or GIS, along 
with sophisticated analytic tech-
niques, allows Google analysts to 
predict electoral 
outcomes and 
effects with in-
creasing preci-
sion. 
It’s how 
Google pre-
dicted Donald 
Trump would 
win the U.S. 
election. While 
majority of polls 
pointed to Hill-
ary Clinton to 
win, Google 
searches of millions of Americans 
suggested otherwise. 
Langara College held its first 
GIS day on Nov. 15 and currently, 
the college offers courses in the 
geography and geology, applied 
planning and continuing studies 
departments. Dr. Cheryl Hane-
wicz, professor in the Technology 
Management Department at Utah 
Valley University poses the ques-
tion in a TEDx presentation, “If we 
are able to more accurately predict 
election results and consequences, 
what does your freedom of choice 
really mean?”
For an accessible example of GIS 
in real-time, search the word ‘op-
portunity’ into Google Maps and 
compare the results with somebody 
in a different line of work. Google’s 
proprietary search engine is con-
stantly changing and using factors 
like click history and social media 
contacts to determine the ranking 
and filtering of your results. 
A lot of people are using GIS. 
Politicians can develop campaign 
strategies and learn about their 
campaign constituencies with it. 
When you update your Facebook 
profile and include the location, 
you are geo-mapping. Drivers use it 
to get real-time info on traffic and 
road conditions. 
We zoom through a 3D land-
scape complete with imagery, 
placemarks and directions which 
are all geocoded, geo-tagged, and 
shared on social media. Our GIS-
footprint is now accessible to gov-
ernment officials to look into our 
neighborhood which sets us up for 
cutting edge gerrymandering. 
Maps are awesome tools for re-
lating to the world around us and 
they allow us to process informa-
tion in a different way but I think 
we have to be cautious about our 
security. It’s like Google is trying to 
create a virtual mirror of the world 
through GIS and we have to ask 
the question of whose worldview is 
reflected? 
Bossy, 
bitchy 
women
B esides her gender, Hillary Clinton was a typical politi-cian. Passionate and aggres-
sive about what she could do for 
her country if she was elected, her 
political moves were comparable to 
any male counterpart. 
But she was female. While run-
ning for U.S. president, Clinton 
was judged for her clothing choices, 
laughed at for the sound of her 
“shrill” voice and was told by her 
handlers never 
to appear bossy. 
Most women 
can relate to 
Clinton as they 
have witnessed 
or have been a 
part of this type 
of gender dis-
parity at their 
workplace. 
In the work-
place, women 
can voice their 
opinion just as 
dynamically and aggressively as 
their male colleagues but after-
wards, her colleagues will whisper 
behind her back that she is emo-
tional or pushy. 
Starting from a young age, wom-
en are expected to fit in, stay silent 
and not challenge others to keep 
order or risk offending someone. 
Whereas men are praised for being 
assertive, not needing to be pleasant 
in order to be recognized.
According to Statistics Canada, 
in 2015, 25.6 per cent of senior 
managers in the private sector were 
women. This is unsurprising when 
women have to constantly face en-
trenched double standards in the 
workplace. Women must balance 
being perceived as likable with be-
ing strong-minded and assertive.
The entrenchment of gender dis-
parity in the workplace is shown in 
yearly earnings, where Canadian 
women still earn 25 cents less for 
every dollar men make. Similarly, 
Statistics Canada reports that the 
gap in annual earnings between 
genders has barely changed over the 
last 20 years, even as the education 
levels of women have surpassed 
those of men.
We are conditioned to believe 
that if we, as women, speak our 
minds, our job security will be 
threatened.
 We don’t want to be that ‘bitch’ 
in the workplace, so we compro-
mise our self-worth and beliefs in 
order to maintain our jobs and keep 
the status quo of the workplace.
Life goals changing for millennials
G o to school, get a career, buy a home, have a family and retire. These are the 
fundamental life goals that, for old-
er generations, determine a person’s 
success or failure in modern society. 
The earlier they’re achieved, the 
more successful a person is. But 
this cookie-cutter lifestyle has aged 
with the people who value it. Life 
goals are transforming, especially 
for a generation known as millen-
nials. In a generation born from 
baby boomers and a few generation 
Xers, millennials have been labelled 
everything from industry killers to 
narcissistic tech-addicts. 
According to a 2017 survey by 
Ipsos MORI, a global research 
market organization, millenni-
als are having kids much later in 
life in smaller 
numbers, buy-
ing homes at 
a slower rate 
than their par-
ents and have 
less money 
saved for re-
tirement. 
If cookie-
cutter stan-
dards are 
markers of suc-
cess, then mil-
lennials have 
been raised to fail them. Far from 
being “lazy and entitled”, millen-
nials are overworked, stressed and 
financially struggling. 
According to the Ipsos MORI 
survey they’re statistically better 
educated than their predecessors, 
and yet it’s rare to find someone in 
this generation landing a lifetime 
career in their field of study.
As a result, saying yes to every 
opportunity has left many chas-
ing one job after the other instead 
of sticking to one direct path. It’s 
no wonder that in a recent study 
published by Environics Institute, 
a research organization in Canada, 
79 per cent of millennials surveyed 
said they desire a balance between 
work and their personal life more 
than anything.
For this reason, millennials have 
created a vital generational shift. 
They’re redefining family norms, 
pursuing careers that align with 
their personal beliefs and are seek-
ing education outside of post-sec-
ondary institutions. 
They’re choosing to engage in 
causes more than their predecessors 
and have successfully found ways of 
eliminating debt, even if it means 
forgoing a retirement plan. Millen-
nials are finding innovative ways to 
live the lives they want and are rein-
venting outdated models of success. 
OPINION
LINDSEY 
LLOYD
OPINION
MYRA  
DIONNE
OPINION
DUNCAN 
ANDERSON
We want to hear from you
Have a different point of view? 
Write to us.
Have a concern with 
something we've said?  
Let us know.
Journalism instructor Erica 
Bulman oversees The Voice. 
“...whose worldview 
is reflected?”
 Technology
Anyone who checks Google Maps 
on their phone uses GIS technology.
 Government
Federal agencies depend on people 
with knowledge of GIS to advance 
technologies and interpret data.
 Advertising 
Advertisers target demographics 
within a geographic region to find 
where consumers will buy products.
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SOFTWARE IS USED IN:
 Medical
Because public health deals with 
medical issues on a large scale, 
ability to map out a region is impor-
tant to planning for health crises.
 Environment 
GIS technology helps with resource 
management, mapping, surveying, 
forestry management and impact 
analysis.
SOURCE: WWW.GISLOUNGE.COM
“They're redefining 
family norms, 
pursuing careers 
that align with their 
personal beliefs...”
 By PERRIN GRAUER
T he idea that millennials are commitment-pho-bic is all too familiar to some 
Langara College 
students. 
E d i t o r i -
als regularly 
grumble about 
millennial inde-
cisiveness, citing 
data that shows 
the generation 
is waiting longer 
to get married, 
to move out and 
eschewing home 
and car owner-
ship more often 
than previous 
generations. But millennials, char-
acterized as those born between 
the late 1980s and up to the early 
2000s, say this stereotype overlooks 
the influence of a chang- i n g 
socioeconomic fabric.
Langara Peace 
and Conflict Stud-
ies student Eric 
Morrison, 23, said 
he hears about his 
generation’s lack 
of commitment 
constantly.
“From my parents, from my 
bosses… any authority figure I have 
some sort of communication rela-
tionship with,” Morrison said, add-
ing he feels the characterization is 
unfair. 
“I feel like our 
definition of 
commitment is 
different from 
their definition 
of commitment. 
The context is 
different now.”
Eric M. Mey-
ers, assistant 
professor in the 
faculty of arts 
at UBC, stud-
ies the informa-
tion practices of 
young people. 
Meyers said that as the world 
grows more com-
plex, people natu-
rally take 
longer to 
make big 
d e c i -
sions.
“We want to keep all of our op-
tions on the table as long as pos-
sible. And in times of uncertainty, 
that effect seems to be magnified,” 
Meyers said. “I think that there's 
a certain amount of freedom that 
social mobility, technology, and 
changing social norms provides 
that allows us to have different ex-
pectations.”
Langara engineering student 
Louis Causing, 20, said he bridles 
at the expectations of his parents’ 
generation. 
“I feel like it's not fair, to be 
honest. Because it makes you feel 
pressure. Pressure to make you do 
things you're uncomfortable with,” 
Causing said. “You're still explor-
ing, but then they force you to take 
this [path], and you're like no, I 
don't want it.” 
Theo Metzmeier, 23, who stud-
ies engineering at Langara, said a 
surplus of choices can be a 
mixed blessing, but t h a t 
j u d g -
m e n t s 
on 
how his generation makes its 
choices need to be put to rest. 
“Times are changing so drasti-
cally right now,” Metzmeier said. 
“I don't think it's fair to put ex-
pectations on upcoming 
g e n e r a -
tions that 
applied to 
yours.”
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Millennials: I can't commit
Families, schools, jobs: So many options, why not take your time?
 By NICK VALKA
R ising costs of living, paired with more potential career opportunities, are just two of 
the reasons why millennial women 
are choosing to delay the birth of 
their first child. 
According to Statistics Canada, 
women aged 30 to 34 account for 
nearly 30 per cent of first-born 
births, which is up about 10 per 
cent from the last decade. Simul-
taneously, the first-born birth rate 
of women aged 20 to 24 decreased 
from nearly 26 per cent to 18 per 
cent.
Barbara Mitchell, a sociology 
professor at SFU who specializes 
in the social and demographic as-
pects of family, believes that young 
women are choosing to invest in 
their careers and schooling rather 
than starting families. 
“Young peo-
ple are growing 
in very differ-
ent social and 
economic times 
than previous 
genera t ions , ” 
Mitchell said. 
“It’s very ex-
pensive to have 
children, espe-
cially if you’re 
living in a major urban area like 
Metro Vancouver. It’s not that sur-
prising that we’re seeing these aver-
ages go up all the time.”
Sohnia Mutter is a 24-year-old 
Vancouverite who doesn’t want 
children and instead has her eyes 
solely focused on furthering her 
career.
“The social pressure to have 
children is based off of traditional 
views,” Mutter said. “Our gen-
eration carries more debt on our 
shoulders, making having a family 
simply unaffordable.”
Marlo Muscutt, owner of Bunky 
Bambino, has been a practicing 
doula for over 15 years and the 
bulk of her clients are over 35, with 
one of her clients last year being 47 
when having her first-born. As a 
doula, Muscutt assists women from 
prenatal to postnatal, providing 
support and assistance. She feels 
that priorities have shifted from 
previous generations, finding that 
many women find it more impor-
tant to be financially secure, own 
a home and have double incomes 
before considering having children. 
Medical advancements also now 
allow women to bear children at an 
older age.
“Women now have the option of 
fertility treatments,” Muscutt said. 
“I think because they know that 
they don’t worry so much about 
the biological clocks that everyone 
talks about.”
 By ANA ROSE WALKEY
M illennials are experienc-ing increased difficulty in committing themselves 
to a career path due to fear of failure 
and unobtainable societal standards 
according to teachers, counsellors 
and millennials themselves.
An analysis done by LinkedIn in 
2016 showed the number of differ-
ent jobs millennials are holding in 
the five years after graduating post-
secondary has nearly doubled in the 
past twenty years, with the average 
now being 2.85 jobs. 
Sharon Tanabe, grade nine coun-
selor and head of the counseling 
department at Magee Secondary 
School, said she sees a fear of fail-
ure in her students. 
“Sometimes kids are scared to 
go to class because they're scared 
that they're not going to perform, 
they're not going to get the mark,” 
Tanabe said. “They don't get the 
mark they're not going to get into 
university, they don't get into uni-
versity, they're not going to get a 
good job.”
Sylvia Fuller, associate profes-
sor of sociology at UBC with a 
focus on work and labour, said 
that societal structures are likely 
causing career related stress for 
millennials. Fuller said she sees 
those doing well in the labour 
market obtaining more of the re-
wards while    
people in the middle or lower 
class are struggling. 
“This idea that you could 
go and get an 
u n -
dergradu-
ate degree and that that 
would be a ticket to a middle-class 
lifestyle is increasingly problematic 
for students,” she said.
Donna Mae Malinay, a first-year 
kinesiology student at Langara 
College, started off in forestry 
at UBC after high school, where 
she experienced stress when 
thinking of the high entrance 
mark needed to be accepted into 
the program. 
“I originally wanted to be in 
kinesiology, however   I did not 
get accepted, so I decided to 
accept the opportunity to the 
forestry program, my second 
choice,” Malinay said. “I learned 
very early that forestry was not 
for me and still had my heart on 
learning anything kinesiology”
Malinay is happy studying ki-
nesiology at Langara, but still 
unsure about what job she will get 
after her program. 
“I'm not sure what I want to do 
exactly or what is available to later 
on,” she said.
Life is expensive
Less than half of Canadian millen-
nials can afford the life they want.
 Degree doubt
More than half of millennials 
would choose a different degree.
 Work and play
What millennials want most out of 
their career is a balance between 
work and personal life.
SOURCE: ENVIRONICSRESEARCH.COM
CANADIAN MILLENNIALS
 WHAT THEY'RE REALLY LIKE
... but what if I did that instead?
Fear of failure 
is stopping 
students from 
choosing jobs
Marlo Muscutt
DOULA, OWNER OF 
BUNKY BAMBINO
Mom, this isn't a phase
It's not that they can't commit, it's that their world is different
“Times are changing 
so drastically now. I 
don't think it's fair 
to put expectations 
on upcoming 
generations that 
applied to yours.”
— THEO METZMEIER, 23, ENGINEERING 
STUDENT
Me first, 
kids 
maybe
Instead of building 
families, young women 
are working to build 
themselves
Times 
are 
changing, 
forcing Millen-
nials to rethink  
the 'normal' 
path. ANA ROSE WALKEY 
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 By BECCA CLARKSON
A s part of its mission to help female youth play-ers access and enjoy the sport, Vancouver’s only 
all-girls ice hockey association sent 
a team to compete in The Wicken-
heiser World Female Hockey Festi-
val last weekend.
Three times a year the Vancou-
ver Female Ice Hockey Association 
invites girls from age four to 20 to 
try ice hockey and equipment for 
free, in hopes of increasing national 
sports involvement. 
According to Canadian Heri-
tage’s 2010 report on national 
sports involvement, while one-third 
of Canadian men participate in 
sports regularly, 
only one in six 
women do.  
“ G e n d e r 
seems to influ-
ence the choice 
of sport,” the 
report states. 
“While men 
tend to prefer 
[golf, ice hock-
ey, and soccer], women participate 
more in golf, soccer, and swim-
ming.”
Haley Voytechek, 25, the new 
Vancouver Angels’ head coach, says 
that beyond the healthy lifestyle, 
players also benefit from the social 
aspect of be-
ing a team-
mate. Last 
w e e k e n d 
Vo y t e c h e k 
and the Van-
couver An-
gels Midget 
A1 team—
competitive 
players be-
tween 14-17 years old— finished 
third at the 8th annual “WickFest” 
in Calgary. “When you play hockey, 
just like any sport, you become a 
family,” said Voytechek who since 
age 4 has been drawn to the skat-
ing, puck control and fast speeds of 
ice hockey. “But it can get expensive 
with tournaments and equipment, 
that’s the most challenging aspect.”
Dom Di Rocco, 30, organizes 
and leads the mentorship program 
between the UBC women’s hockey 
team and VFIHA, where the young 
girls train with and watch older 
players throughout the week. 
“It's a vessel for life, this sport. It 
can teach you a lot of things and 
create some pretty cool, quality in-
dividuals, so that's what drives me 
to do this,” Di Rocco said. 
“I'm trying to recreate the great 
experience I had for these girls.”
Vancouver Angel's head coach, Haley Voytechek, discuss strategy on the ice at The Wickenheiser World Female Hockey Festival in Calgary, Alberta , on Satur-
day, Nov.18.  PHOTO SUBMITTED  BY DON BARTHEL
Hockey association fights rising number of sport dropouts
Players
share
rituals
Odd pre-game 
superstitions and 
practices start at 
college level
 By PERRIN GRAUER
B izarre superstitions and ritu-als are not limited to teams from far-away countries like 
Kazakhstan’s Shakhter Karagandy, 
once warned by European soccer’s 
government body to stop their 
sacrifice of sheep at competition 
arenas. Nor is it restricted to large 
North American team sports like 
the NFL, where the former Jack-
sonville Jaguars’ John Henderson 
purportedly has his assistant team 
trainer slap him as hard as he can 
with an open hand before games.
Indeed, the Langara Falcons 
basketball teams have their own 
unusual ways of ensuring their vic-
tories. 
Men’s guard Ravi Basra, for in-
stance, said he 
watches clips of 
ex-Los Angeles 
Lakers shooting 
guard Kobe Bry-
ant before every 
game. 
“I usually watch 
his 62-point 
game against 
Dallas, where he 
scored 62 in just 
three quarters, 
didn't even play the fourth.” Basra 
said. “It’s all mental at the end of 
the day, so whatever helps you, I 
try to lean towards that. Whatever 
helps or gets us winning.”
Men’s coach Paul Eberhardt said 
as long as the habits of his players 
don’t interfere with their perfor-
mance, he’s all for them.
“I think superstitions are actually 
beneficial if the person believes that 
they are,” Eberhardt said, adding 
he has yet to encounter a supersti-
tion so weird he couldn’t endorse it. 
“If it gets him in the right mental 
framework, then I'm 
fine with that.”
Wo m e n’s 
f o r w a r d 
H a y l e e 
Robert-
s o n 
s a i d 
once 
she’s lost a 
game in a pair 
of socks, she 
never wears them again.
 “It sucks because you usually put 
your nice socks on, too, for game 
day,” Robertson said with a laugh. 
“So it's a motive not to lose if you 
don't want to re-
tire your socks.”
Men’s for-
ward Yoel Tecle-
haimanot said 
he watches the 
Rocky film series.
“If we have a 
game this week 
I'll watch 
Rocky I, and 
the next game 
I'll do the second 
one, and so on,” Teclehaimanot 
said. “I'll just keep repeating that 
throughout the whole season.”
 By ANA ROSE WALKEY
E arly into the basketball sea-son, the L a n g a r a 
Falcons men’s 
and women’s bas-
ketball teams are 
already aiming to 
make a statement 
in the PacWest 
provincials.
The 2017-18 
PacWest basket-
ball season is still 
fresh. The women’s team, who lost 
all four games, started the season 
losing games by about 30 points, 
but have shrunk that deficit to as 
low as two points. The men’s team 
started the season with a loss but 
have won every game since.
Nikko Sahagun, a guard for the 
women’s team is hoping the team 
will make provincials so they can 
make up for their second to last 
place last year. 
 “Although we've been losing by 
30, it's only the beginning of a new 
season and new team, new legacy,” 
Sahagun said. 
Winston Brown, head coach for 
the women’s team said a combina-
tion of some of the players being 
injured and having inexperienced 
young  players is the reason for 
their performance so far. 
“Our success had to come not on 
the scoreboard but in being able to 
execute things, being able to re-
member what we are,” Brown said.
Timothy Choi, a guard for the 
men’s team, said the team hopes to 
win provincials.
“If we work hard, listen to our 
coaches and trust each other we 
can be a really good team in this 
league,” Choi said.
Head coach Paul Eberhardt said 
ideally they want to make sure the 
team peaks come February and 
March.
“Well, I mean we're early still in 
the year, we had a pretty good pre-
season,” Eberhardt said. “We've 
got four more league games before 
Christmas, so obviously, we want to 
win all of those if we can.”
Both teams will be playing at 
home against Vancouver Island 
University on Friday.
Girls who stay in the game
Eager Falcons shooting for provincials 
Fresh into the PacWest 
basketball season, 
players already want to 
make an impression
FALCONS' 
TALLY
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
W-D-L 
0-0-4
Ranked third in PacWest
MEN'S BASKETBALL
W-D-L 
3-0-1
Ranked last in PacWest
WOMEN'S: NOV. 24, 2017
vs. Vancouver Island University, 
6:00 p.m. @ Langara
MEN'S: NOV. 24, 2017
vs. Vancouver Island University,
8:00 p.m. @ Langara
(Left) Haylee Robertson prepares a pass at the Langara Falcons women’s basketball team’s home game against Columbia Bible College on Nov. 16.(Right) Lan-
gara Falcons wait to intercept a pass from Ty Cleland of the Columbia Bible College Bearcats at their game at Langara College on Nov. 16. ANA ROSE WALKEY PHOTO
Yoel Tecle-
haimanot
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
FORWARD
Paul Eberhardt
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
COACH
Nikko Sahagun
WOMEN'S BASKET-
BALL GUARD
via flickr user 
Alvin Trusty  
“I'm trying to recreate 
the great experience I 
had for these girls.”
— DOM DI ROCCO, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 
FOR UBC WOMEN'S HOCKEY PROGRAM 
